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Contemporary furniture set in a 
framework of heritage architecture 
and traditional detailing strikes the 
perfect visual balance in a 100-year-
old North Vancouver home.

Let’s hear it for heritage. We believe that traditional design still 
has a crucial role to play in the architectural and interior landscape of the 
Pacific Northwest—it’s classic for a reason. Yet we do think a little differently 
about “classics” out here. We know history doesn’t have to repeat itself: we 
can reinvent it in a fresh way given a little know-how and a few bold moves. 

Follow the tips of our featured designers, and take a page from 
our something-old, something-new playbook.  »
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LONG 
STORY 
SHORT

With a roof-to-roots renovation that blends modern and 
period styles, a heritage house in North Vancouver enters 
a newly elegant chapter. Written by ERINN GLEESON   :   Photographed by JANIS NICOLAY

new traditional
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ima Martinez likes to tell stories. But rather than using words, 
the Vancouver interior designer weaves her tales with the 
just-so curve of custom crown moldings and the irreverent 
placement of a treasured possession. When a client hired her 
to bring modern style to his 100-year-old gingerbread-style 

house, she saw an opportunity to write one of her most intriguing narratives.
To the homeowner, a single finance professional in his fifties, the North  

Vancouver residence was a diamond in the rough, ideal for a major renovation.  
First Max Frost, of Frost Fine Homes in Surrey, British Columbia, took the 
3,500-square-foot structure down to the studs. Then the project team—Martinez, 
Frost, and Still Point Architecture—redesigned the main floor, creating an open-
plan living room, dining room, and parlor. Original two-by-fours salvaged from 
the home became kitchen cabinet fronts, which Martinez paired with concrete 
countertops and reclaimed industrial fixtures for a contemporary yet rugged look. 
“All the kitchen surfaces and finishes look new now, but eventually they will 
patina into the antique look the client wants,” she explains.  »

OPPOSITE: A palette of blues and grays 
imbues a North Vancouver home with 
modern, calm serenity. The living room 
furniture was part of the homeowner’s 
haul from a buying trip in Italy. ABOVE: 
The striking Roll & Hill Agnes chandelier  
over the dining table is a contemporary 
bolt of energy in the room. Martinez 
commissioned Tonio Creanza, the Italian  
artisan who worked on director Francis 
Ford Coppola’s villa in Italy, to hand-
apply a natural white limestone  
plaster to the ceiling.

DESIGN TEAM
interiors: Rima Martinez Interior Design
architecture: Still Point Architecture
construction: Frost Fine Homes
millwork: IGK Finishing Carpentry
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Keeping the home’s architecture on point with its original appearance was 
a priority, so Martinez hired IGK Finishing Carpentry to re-create turn-of-the-
century wainscoting, solid wood crown molding, and baseboards, all of which 
she custom designed. She also spent hours sourcing vintage and reproduction 
elements such as the push-button light switches from Schoolhouse Electric, and 
she retained many of the home’s leaded-glass windows for their antique charm.

But this was no straightforward period re-do. “We did some really quirky things 
here,” says Martinez. The pinball machine in the office, for example, was a spe-
cial request from the homeowner. An ultra-modern Roll & Hill light fixture brings 
edgy style to the otherwise formal dining room. Then there was the suite of  
modern furniture the client had purchased in Italy pre-renovation, which hadn’t 
yet arrived from overseas and whose appearance the client could only vaguely 
recall. Martinez had to work the mystery furnishings—a dining room set, sofa, 
coffee tables, lights, and bedroom sets—into the final design without knowing 
anything about them except for their general color palette. Martinez’s solution: 
using neutrals throughout the home to boost the chance of a harmonious melding  
of styles. “In historic architecture, I try to keep furniture quite understated, with 
simple lines, so it won’t fight with the traditional heritage aspects,” she says.

Between the client’s wishes, his home’s historic architecture, and the modern 
furnishings, the story of this house took on a life of its own. “I enjoy work that 
really gets into the client’s personality,” Martinez reflects. “A house like this one 
isn’t something you experience often.” h

Exceed 
Expectations

Forgo the predictable approach 
to headboards and opt instead 
for the inventive appeal of wall-
paper. We love Farrow & Ball’s 

monochrome-meets-modern take 
on a traditional paisley motif.

Paisley Wallpaper by Farrow & Ball, 
$225 per roll at Manor Fine Wares, 

Portland, manorfinewares.com.

NEW TRAD TIP
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The kitchen’s wood cabinet fronts are actually two-by-fours reclaimed 
from the house’s renovation. A robust mix of materials—wood, concrete 
countertops, and industrial fixtures—inject the room with personality. 
OPPOSITE: An office and workout room also serves as a guest bedroom, 
with a Murphy bed that folds down to reveal an accent wall papered in 
Wisteria by Farrow & Ball.

new traditional


